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LONG DAY’S JOURNEY INTO LIGHT

From humble herd-boy to international
icon. From prisoner to President. From
lawyer to legend. Nelson Mandela’s
journey is so extraordinary as to almost
defy belief. This is our tribute.
The world stopped.
As with few other events in human history,
the passing of South Africa’s greatest ever
son left billions stunned with grief, and a
nation in mourning.
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As the tributes poured in from across the
globe, one stood out. Appropriately, it came
from the organisation to which he devoted
his life – the ANC: “The large African Boabab,
who loved Africa as much as he loved
South Africa, has fallen. Its trunk and seeds
will nourish the earth for decades to come”.
Dwarfing, by its sheer magnitude the
deaths of other great men through the
ages – Winston Churchill, John F Kennedy
and Gandhi among them – the passing of

this outstanding icon of our times brought
with it an outpouring of emotion the likes
of which defies words. Nelson Rolihlahla
Mandela stood alone. He was the greatest
South African of his time.
As Archbishop Emeritus, Desmond Tutu
said: “The sun will rise tomorrow, and the
next day and the next. It may not appear
as bright as yesterday, but life will carry on.
“As we enter the mourning period, as a
nation, we do so with the greatest dignity
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“Nelson Mandela embodied and reflected a nation’s
collective greatness. He reflected all our hopes and dreams,
and gave us the belief that we could rise from the ashes of
apartheid and become great and good”.
and respect, because that is what we owe
Madiba and ourselves.”
Tutu prayed that God would dry the family’s
tears and renew their strength.
“We thank you for sharing uTata with us and
we thank God for him.”
Tutu said Mandela had transcended race
and class in his personal actions, through his
willingness to listen.
“We are relieved that his suffering is over, but
our relief is drowned by our grief. May he rest
in peace and rise in glory,” he said.
Nelson Mandela embodied and reflected
a nation’s collective greatness. He reflected
all our hopes and dreams, and gave us the
belief that we could rise from the ashes of
apartheid and become great and good.

Tributes and tears
The tributes came in in their thousands. Here
are a few:
The ANC: ““We recall the strength of his fist
punching the air as he stepped out of prison
after 27 years; and his sternness during the
negotiations for the freedom of our beloved
country. We celebrate his ever-present smile,
the cheerful Madiba jive, his love for children
and great respect for the women of this
country”.

Former President Thabo Mbeki: “President
Mandela, Madiba, and his generation of
freedom fighters walked their long walk and
made enormous sacrifices which eventually
led to our freedom in 1994. “His passing signals the end of an historic era represented
by the heroic deeds of his generation”.
US President Barack Obama: “He achieved
more than could be expected of any man.
Today he has gone home. He no longer belongs to us; he belongs to the ages. I cannot
fully imagine my own life without the example that Nelson Mandela set. So as long as I
live, I will do what I can to learn from him. We
will not likely see the likes of Nelson Mandela
again, So it falls to us as best we can to forward the example that he set.
Former President F W de Klerk: “It was with
the greatest sadness that I have learned of
the death of Nelson Mandela. My wife, Elita,
and I would like to convey our deepest
condolences to his wife Graça Machel, the
Mandela family and their friends, to the
ANC and indeed to the entire South African
nation. Nelson Mandela’s courage, charm
and commitment to reconciliation and to
the Constitution, were an inspiration not
only for South Africans but for the whole
world. I believe that his example will live on
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and that it will continue to inspire all South
Africans to achieve his vision of non-racialism, justice, human dignity and equality for
all”.
British Prime Minister David Cameron: “A
great light has gone out in the world. Nelson
Mandela was a hero of our time. Nelson
Mandela was a towering figure in our time;
a legend in life and now in death - a true
global hero. Across the country he loved
they will be mourning a man who was the
embodiment of grace. Meeting him was
one of the great honours of my life. My heart
goes out to his family - and to all in South
Africa and around the world whose lives
were changed through his courage.”
Former British Prime Minister Gordon Brown:
“Nelson Mandela was the greatest leader of
our generation. A leader of magnanimity,
fortitude, unshakeable optimism and most
of all, the most courageous man I ever met.
What motivated Nelson Mandela and drove
him to risk his life for freedom was a burning
passion that irrespective of colour, race and
background, all people are created equal and his list of historic achievements starts
with a multiracial South Africa.”

Tata, we honour you
As a man, he was remarkable. As a South
African, he was a giant of our times. Nelson
Mandela’s place in history is unique, and his
legacy is carved in every nook and cranny
of the country that gave him birth. His
memory will live with us, and with future
generations, always.
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Premium All-inclusive by Club Med Business

KNOW YOUR

With our comprehensive All-inclusive offer by Club Med Business, everything is
included in one convenient price with no worries about going over budget.

BUDGET
IS SECURE

Whats included:
• Flights and transfers
• Accomodation
• Breakfast, lunch and dinner

• All drinks
• No Visas required for South
African citizens*

DISCOVER EXOTIC DESTINATIONS
WITH STOPOVER OPTION

MALDIVES

KANI 4

RESORT

DO A STOPOVER IN

DUBAI

* Visa required for Dubai

TURKEY

BELEK 4

RESORT

DO A STOPOVER IN

ISTANBUL

THAILAND

PHUKET 4

RESORT

DO A STOPOVER IN

BANGKOK

Call Club Med Business today for more info on our city stopovers 011 840 2700
REWARD YOUR BUSINESS REWARD YOUR TEAM
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PIONEERING THE NEW FRONTIER

Overcoming difficulties, and embracing the future
Abdul Kalam, a celebrated Indian author, has
a great quote that resonates with me: “Man
needs his difficulties because they are necessary to enjoy success”.
At Motlekar Holdings, we are the pioneers
of integrated human settlements in South
Africa. I speak of difficulties and successes
quoting Kalam because people, especially
the banks, were very sceptical the idea that
people from all walks of life, different social
and economic status could live side by
side in the heart of the northern suburbs
of Johannesburg! Nevertheless, Cosmo
City has become the flagship in integrated
housing development around the country,
and this is what our organisation means by
difficulty and enjoyment of success.
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Still speaking of integrated housing developments, Motlekar Cape, a subsidiary
of Motlekar Holdings, is in the process of
replicating Cosmo City’s success in Cape
Town, in partnership with the province and
the city. This project will include low-cost,
finance-linked and affordable homes for the
people of Blue Downs.
Even though our organisation has shared in
the difficulties brought by the current global
economic recession, we have continued to
create a more diversified investment group
with interests in property development and
construction, manufacturing, telecommunications, and information technology, to
name but a few. Our strategy was that all difficult economic climates will eventually turn

around, and that if our business survives, it
will put us in good stead for the future success of our business.
At Motlekar Holdings we put our staff
first and nurture their aspirations within
our organisation by constantly improving
them through structured development and
training. Our staff are very excited about the
future of our organisation and we are proud
of their success with the group.

Best of luck.
Faizal Motlekar
Executive Chairman,
Motlekar Holdings

rosleigh tristan creative brand agency | rosleightristan.com FP_4080_MH_FC

CULTIVATING
GROWTH
Utilising our efficient centralised systems and integrated operational
processes, we are able to cultivate superior growth for our stakeholders.

Motlekar Holdings is more than a private equity
investment firm, it is a testament that the fusion of
deep-seeded heritage, innovation, teamwork and
an unyielding commitment to excellence can build
true value.
We produce best-in-class operational efficiencies
and have merged this with our sound socio-economic
principles with a view to achieving our overarching
vision to Connect. Care. Empower.

Connect. Care. Empower

As a unified highly-proficient team, we have
demonstrated our integrated strength showing
significant growth organically and intrinsically.
As a proudly African organisation, our mandate is
to help talented, black South Africans realise their
true potential while acknowledging that their roots
run deep. We have to, it is what our foundation is
forged upon, and it is this sound acknowledgement
of heritage that keeps us committed to our core
strategic focuses.

www.motlekar.co.za

info@motlekar.co.za | Tel: 0861 789 111 | Fax: +27(0) 11 234 7331 | Woodmead 703 Office Park, 20 Morris Street East, Woodmead, Johannesburg, 2191
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CREATING TRANSFORMATION PLATFORMS

Proud to be South African

This year’s event illustrates the talent pool
of Black entrepreneurs that we have in our
wonderful country!
It has truly been an honour to be the
adjudicator of the 2013 BBQ Awards. The
platform to celebrate the individuals and
companies that participated so competitively should not be underestimated. This
event highlights the quality of black business that is available in South Africa!
We have to continually create platforms
for our leaders in transformation to recognise them for the positive contributions that
they have made in providing platforms for
skills development, enterprise development,
creating decent jobs and transferring skills.
These efforts go a long way in helping to
uplift our many disadvantaged communities.

2013

As I sifted through and analysed the many
applications we received, I had the privilege
to review the work of many of the winners
of the different categories in the 2013 BBQ
Awards. I was pleasantly surprised by the
remarkable achievements of these great individuals and companies, as they go about
their daily lives in conducting business, yet
have the time and dedication to empower
those less-fortunate. It makes me proud to
be a South African, when we have such entrepreneurs with empathy!
All the applicants have highlighted the
great progress we have made in that black
business is not only alive and kicking in
the townships – it is gathering immense
strength in the mainstream economy. These
accomplishments should be seen and

celebrated because we have the ability to
empower others purely by sharing these
success stories. By promoting individuals
and organisations that play a significant role
in empowering and uplifting our black business, we are certainly creating a conducive
environment for all apartheid-era barriers to
be broken.
I would like to applaud and congratulate
all the winners and wish them the very
best in the future. We should all continue
in the direction of pursuing economic
emancipation!

ROGER LATCHMAN
Chief Executive Officer
VeriFi

PROFILE
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VERIDEX: BEE(N) THERE, DONE THAT
Helping you build a united South Africa, with contributions of significant approach
and transformation for our nation. Helping you empower our nation and our people.

Our country requires an economy that can
meet the needs of all our economic citizens
– our people and their enterprises – in a sustainable manner. Government’s objective is
to achieve this vision of an adaptive economy characterized by growth, employment
and equity.
Achieving authentic BEE has required
a re-assessment of traditional business
models and corporate cultures. The Bill, code
and strategy document rely upon two core
policy instruments that have been designed
to bring about BEE.
Both of these instruments are essentially
measurement tools which will permit the
public and the private sector to evaluate the
BEE status of a particular enterprise. Failure
to adapt to the new paradigm will have its
consequences.
A real commitment to BEE is now an economic imperative.
Introducing Veridex
Veridex was established in 2006, and formerly known as PKF BEE Solutions, an
associate company of PKF Chartered
Accountants and Business Advisers. Veridex
specialises in the assessment, advisory and
certification of B-BBEE status.
The firm works with a wide range of clients, from leading corporations to smaller
companies, in a cross-section which includes multinationals and locally owned
organisations.
Mr. Roger Latchman, the CEO has been
involved in BEE aspects for over 12 years,
having been; a previous Chairperson of
ABVA, the industry body for BEE verification agencies; served as the Chairman: BEE
forum – Institute of Directors;member of the
transformation

Policy Committee of Business Unity SA
(BUSA); and, member of the BEE Task Team
at NEDLAC.
Veridex employs highly trained and educated personnel with knowledge of the
B-BBEE legislation, and has experience in
identifying and advising on all aspects of
B-BBEE, resulting in optimal compliance of
legislation for our clients.
We are accredited by the Independent
Regulatory Board for Auditors IRBA to verify
and certify B-BBEE compliance. Certification is
issued under generic Codes of Good Practice
scorecards, or under specific sector codes.
BBBEE Explained
Government BBBEE legislation consists of:
1. The Strategy for Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment.
2. The road-Based Black Economic
Empowerment Act, No. 53 of 2003.
3. The Codes of Good Practice for Black
Economic Empowerment.
4. Various sectoral BEE Charters or Codes.
In terms of these Codes of Good Practice,
businesses are divided into three categories:
Where turnover is less than R5-million a
year, or when in the first year of incorporation, a business is categorised as an Exempt
Micro Enterprise (EME). However, it is necessary to confirm this status by providing proof
of annual income.
Businesses with a turnover of between
R5-m and R35-m a year are categorised as
Qualifying Small Enterprises (QSEs). These
organisations must comply with any four
of the seven elements which comprise the
BEE Scorecard set out in the Codes of Good
Practice. The criteria for each of these elements are less onerous for QSEs than for

companies with turnovers exceeding R35-m
per annum.
Where annual turnover exceeds R35-m,
businesses are evaluated against all seven
elements of the scorecard.
The value of verification
With BBBEE recognised as an imperative by
companies committed to building an equitable South Africa, verification is an essential
requirement which confirms your company’s
participation and contribution. Verification is
performed in a manner similar to that of a
financial audit: it provides an independent
assessment of investment, performance
and initiatives as a control system. Criteria
against which companies are measured are
provided by government, and like an audit,
verification must be performed annually.
BB-BEE Verified and Certified
- Professionally
Your BEE certificate from Veridex will be advantageous for:
• Proposals for new business with
government;
• The licensing of regulated activities
which include mining, liquor sales and
the granting of credit;
• Leasing of premises from government or
private businesses;
• The creation or continuance of business
relations with clients seeking assurance
of your BEE compliance.
Once a verification and Certified Rating
through Veridex is accomplished, your company can perform business in confidence
when engaging with other organisations,
as your commitment to equality, nation
building and unique South African business
processes will be recognised.

PEERMONT SUPPORTS THE NATIONAL RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING PROGRAMME. Problem gambling counselling TOLL-FR

Gateway

WELCOME TO THE
OF SOUTHERN AFRICA

An ancient civilization reborn, forgotten fantasies filled with classical sculptures and architectural masterpieces. Behold the wonder
that is Emperors Palace.
Welcome to the gateway of southern Africa. Conveniently located alongside O. R. Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg,
South Africa, Emperors Palace Hotel Casino Convention and Entertainment Resort combines timeless classical elegance with sheer
excitement.
With luxurious and comfortable accommodation in four award-winning hotels, a glorious
health and beauty spa, a magnificent casino with unparalleled gaming enjoyment, the
finest in dining options, spectacular entertainment choices including a state-of-the-art
cinema complex, world class conference facilities, and impeccable service, Emperors
Palace has it all, in a safe and secure resort environment.
Emperors Palace is the perfect first or last night stopover, no matter where you travel to
or from in southern Africa.

Like us

|

Follow us

INTERNATIONAL SALES: Tel: +27 (0)11 928 1445 | Fax: +27 (0)11 463 5751 | E - m a i l : i nt s a l e s @ p e e r m ont. com
CENTRAL RESERVATIONS: Tel: +27 (0)11 928 1928 | Fax: +27 (0)11 557 0888 | Book online at www.emperorspalace.com or Facebook

REE helpline 0800 006 008. players must be 18 years or older. winners know when to stop. terms and conditions apply.
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WITHOUT PEER

Emperors Palace: providing a diverse range of multi-purpose venues
Peermont is South Africa’s most empowered hospitality and gaming company. We
have an excellent track record in the design,
development, management, ownership
and operation of multi-faceted integrated
resorts, including hotels, casinos, convention centres, retail centres, health spas,
restaurants, bars and other sport and entertainment facilities.
In May 2007 the Mineworkers Investment
company (“MIC”) led a consortium that included management, community trusts and
the founding BEE partners in a buy-out of
Peermont valued at approximately R7.3 billion, the first and largest public to private BEE
transaction in South Africa at the time. As a
result the effective BEE economic interest in
Peermont is 83%, comfortably the largest in
the gaming and hospitality industry – and
touching well over a million South Africans.
Peermont has a strong market position in
South Africa and Botswana, where it owns
and manages 15 casino and hotel properties including: Emperors Palace Hotel
Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg;
Graceland Hotel Casino and Country
Club, Secunda; Mondazur Hotel at San
Lameer, KwaZulu-Natal; Frontier Inn &
Casino, Bethlehem; Tusk Taung hotel in the
Free State, Tusk Umfolozi Casino Resort,
Empangeni; Rio Hotel Casino Convention
Resort, Klerksdorp; Khoroni Hotel Casino
Convention Resort, Thohoyandou; and
Mmabatho Palms Hotel Casino Convention
Resort in Mafikeng. In Botswana, Peermont
owns and manages The Grand Palm Hotel
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Casino Convention Resort and the Mondior
hotel in Gaborone; the Metcourt hotel as
well as the Sedibeng Casino in Francistown
and Syringa Casino in Selebi Phikwe.
Peermont was awarded one of the six
casino licences in Gauteng in February
1988. Peermont formed a joint venture with
Caesars Entertainment Inc and the third
partner was Marang (East Rand). Emperors
Palace (then known as Caesars Gauteng), was
built on the historic World Trade Centre site,
(venue of South Africa’s multi-party negotiations talks that culminated in the signing of
the new South Africa’s interim constitution).
Emperors Palace temporary casino opened
in December 1988 and the new casino and
completed resort was opened in phases
between August and November 2000.
On 31 March 2005, Peermont increased
its effective stake in Peermont Global (East
Rand) (Pty) Ltd, which operated Caesars
Gauteng, from 62,22% to 82,96%. In addition,
Peermont increased its stake in the Caesars
Gauteng Management company from 50%
to 100%, benefiting from increased fee
income.
The transaction included the termination
of the license agreement in terms of which
Peermont was entitled to use the “Caesars”
name. Peermont consequently celebrated
the height of the Roman Empire under the
rule of a succession of illustrious Emperors in
the new name: EMPERORS PALACE.
Located next to O.R. Tambo International
Airport, Emperors Palace Hotel, Casino
and Convention Resort is a magnificent

empire that combines classical elegance
and sheer excitement. The sensational
resort offers a unique experience with luxurious accommodation – 5 Star Peermont
D’oreale Grande, 4 star Peermont Mondior,
3 star Peermont Metcourt Suites and 3 star
Peermont Metcourt - leisure facilities, a magnificent casino with unparalleled gaming
enjoyment, fine dining and exhilarating
entertainment.
Emperors Palace is a sensational casino
resort that combines the timeless classical
elegance of Rome with eclectic Monte Carlo
architecture, providing a world-class entertainment experience.
The resort offers luxurious accommodation, superb conferencing, amazing leisure
experiences, a magnificent casino with
unparalleled gaming enjoyment, an international dining experience, and a busy
entertainment calendar.
The exhibition and conference centre at
Emperors Palace provides a diverse range
of exciting, multi-purpose venues, as well
as small executive breakaway rooms.
The entire venue has extensive technical
resources and is equipped with state-ofthe-art facilities, including Wireless Internet
connectivity.
The Emperors Palace Casino combines
numerous exciting, original casino promotions, gaming action and personalised
service.
Emperors Palace features smoking and
non-smoking casino areas including the
Palace Court Privé and Fortuna Privé.

SPEECHES
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MALUSI GIGABA

Black Business At The Crossroads
Challenging the expectations that black
business has of itself
The keynote speakers at the 2013 Motlekar
Holdings Black Business Quarterly Awards
may have hailed from widely divergent political backgrounds, but in one respect they
reached consensus: it is time for black business to examine its role in society and raise
its game if it is to achieve its destiny of driving the social and economic transformation
of South Africa.
First to speak was Minister of Public
Enterprises, Malusi Gigaba. In an earnest and
impassioned address, Gigaba urged the illustrious crowd of celebrities, dignitaries and
guests to celebrate South Africa’s economic
transformation achievements to date and
soberly reflect on the road ahead.
Thanking the sponsor, Motlekar Holdings,
for the opportunity to attend the awards
ceremony, Minister Gigaba praised the winners themselves, describing them as “those
amongst us who continue to strive against
ostensibly insurmountable circumstances
and thus who serve as our guiding lights in
our firmament, and as icons to be emulated.”
Notwithstanding the odds, Gigaba said,
“What these icons are proving is that there
is nothing impossible that cannot be made
possible. Impossibility is a lexicon that is
confined only to idle persons and cowards.”
Reminding the audience that “five years on
into the global financial crisis there remains
a high level of uncertainty surrounding the
prospects of the global economy”, Gigaba
cited Minister Pravin Gordhan’s assertion
that over the fast four and a half years,
the present government had steered the
country’s economy through its worst recession in seventy years. “We have made bold
and correct decisions which have restored
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growth, supported our industries and maintained a sustainable fiscal policy.” Yet much
more remained to be done: “Clearly, given
the challenges we are facing, particularly
subdued growth, poverty, unemployment
and inequality, even more bold and correct
decisions need to be made in the coming
years by government, business, labour and
society as a whole to lift our economy out of
the current situation.”
As a particular challenge, Gigaba emphasised “the growing trust deficit between
government, business, labour and citizens”
and said that certain measures announced
by government in the October mini-budget
speech aimed to redress this trust deficit and
restore faith “so that the poor, in particular,
who have been the worst victims of the current global downturn, must not be the only
ones making sacrifices and suffering whilst
the elite in society continue to rake in the
benefits and live as if nothing is happening.”
Gigaba again reiterated “the call we have
made repeatedly in the past to corporate
and government leaders, including those of
state-owned companies, to curb their remuneration and extravagance.”
Identifying the primary challenge facing
developing economies – “the main drivers
of global economic recovery” – as the acceleration of industrialisation, diversification
and infrastructure development efforts and
the acceleration of regional economic integration efforts, Gigaba urged South Africans
“to recognise that our fundamental economic challenge is to diversify our way from
our dependence on our resources, exports
or export-oriented economic policies.” He
recommended leveraging state investment
“to promote confidence and certainty in
relation to the building of the South African
economy” and advised that developing

economies like South Africa should “accelerate our economic integration in Africa,
drastically expand intra-African trade, and
explore new product destinations for our
products among emerging markets.”
South African business should not be
blinded by “the relatively short-term
global financial crisis” and should work on
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“systematically repositioning our economy
in relation to the structural changes taking
place in the global economy.”
To the applause of the audience, Gigaba
said, “South Africa’s future lies deeply embedded in Africa. Africa is the future and the
future is African.”
In South Africa, Gigaba continued, the
effects of the global crisis are amplified “by
the triple challenges of poverty, unemployment and inequality and the social distance
in particular between some political leaders,
especially in municipalities and local communities.” Further exacerbating the situation
was the advent of what Gigaba termed
“neo-fascist populist demagoguery that
pounces on the plight of the poor, to promise them short-term gains of a radical nature”
that would succeed only in derailing South
Africa’s democratic project. Instead Gigaba
reminded the audience of their duty “to
heed the genuine plight and expectations
of the poor because our own social progress
as a nation and economic progress as a few
can only be sustainable if together we share
the fruit of our democracy.”
Gigaba went on to quote from Minister
Gordhan’s mini-budget speech, advocating
more savings, investment, expansion and
diversification, accelerated job creation and
faster, inclusive job-creating growth. Growth
is needed to increase the number of enterprises, create more jobs and generate the
revenue needed to fund social programmes,
infrastructure interventions and industrial
incentives. “We have a duty to broaden
opportunities for those who do not have
secure incomes, formal jobs, solid homes or
access to electricity or healthcare. We have
to share the benefits of growth so that those
of our people who are most vulnerable
and disadvantaged can say, ‘This economy

works for me.’” This requires “cooperation and
greater alignment between labour, business,
government and other sectors to get things
done” in order to build “a smart South Africa”.
Optimism in this regard received a major
boost from President Zuma’s announcement
of the trillion-rand roll-out of the Strategic
Infrastructure Projects initiative. “Over the
last three years,” said Gigaba, “we have seen
public-sector spending rise, especially in relation to public infrastructure investments,
led by large investment in power stations,
rail, ports and pipeline capacity, roads, water
and dams and municipal and social infrastructure.” Crediting these “counter-cyclical
investments” with absorbing “the worst of
the effects of the slowdown”, Gigaba said
that “one trillion rand will have been spent
on infrastructure expansion” when the
current administration leaves office and
predicted that “our economic landscape
will be significantly transformed” with the
objective “not just to invest in infrastructure
but to build our industrial capabilities and in
the process achieve racial integration in the
mainstream economy.”
To reaffirm the South African government’s
unwavering commitment to Black Economic
Empowerment, Gigaba listed its successes:
“Together, during the past nineteen years,
we have ensured that more than sixteen
million South Africans are on social grants,
compared to only 2.6 million awarded to a
select few in 1994. More than eleven million
households have access today to electricity,
compared to 5.5 million in 1994. More than
80% of our schools are today no-fee schools.
More than 3.3 million families have free
homes, compared to the 1.2 million housing
backlog we found in 1994. More than 13.5
million jobs have been created in the last
19 years, compared to what was the case in
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1994 when we found an economy in a deep
and irreversible crisis from which we knew it
would never recover. And the glass ceiling
has been removed for aspiring black people
entrepreneurs and business people.”
At the same time, Gigaba admitted, business, too, had profited greatly from the past
nineteen years, and not always in a transformative manner. “In this regard,” he said,
“the ruling party, the ANC, made the firm
observation in 2012 at its national conference, that despite many commendable
gains, the working class has experienced
massive challenges, including high rates of
unemployment, a decline in their share of
national income, growth of practices such
as outsourcing and subcontracting, all of
which can have the effect of weakening
workers’ bargaining power.”
Accordingly, Gigaba challenged the audience: “What role has business, both black
and white, decided or chosen to play, in
relation to this infrastructure and broader
transformation economic programme?
Have you chosen to partner government or
simply to become uncaring and dispassionate profiteers?”
Business, he said had to choose between
being part of the drive for the development
of South Africa or playing “a narrow parasitic
role that rates profit above everything else.”
Gigaba challenged the private sector to
respond to government’s infrastructure
roll-out, skills development and localisation
targets with its own reciprocal targets and
plans. “What are your skills development
targets? Are your members procuring their
services and components and supplies
from black suppliers? Are we building the
capacity of these black local suppliers, organising them and helping them to obtain
more procurement?”
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Gigaba mentioned two important obstacles to transformation: that business does
not speak with one voice, and that business
tends “to be parasitical rather than developmental, to view itself as a recipient of policies
and programmes rather than a partner in
development.” Achieving business unity will
require white business to make meaningful
change “not because the legislation demands so and punishes those that do not
comply, but because it is necessary, worth it
and important to do.”
It had always been clear to the ANC that
political freedom without economic emancipation was meaningless, continued Gigaba;
economic transformation is its most difficult
and complex challenge as it provokes the
entrenched resistance of dominant and established global and domestic interests. “The
posture business will take and the role it will
choose to play will be critical in determining whether our economy can industrialise
and diversify, whether it can develop new
supplier sectors amongst blacks and female
stakeholders, and whether it is thus able to
create jobs and skills and accordingly spread
wealth and fund the frontiers of opportunity
and inclusive growth.”
Gigaba appealed to the audience: “Would
you not see it as a moral imperative for you
to advance economic transformation, not for
personal gain but for the communities that
you do business with, including the workers,
in the form of worker-share schemes?” Urging
the audience “to think about what type of
social contribution you should be making in
South Africa to eradicate poverty and unemployment”, Gigaba stated that black business
has been “anointed by history” to shoulder
this “enormous responsibility”, hastening to
add that being a partner in development did
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not preclude making profits.
“However,” the Minister concluded, “South
Africa will miss out on the opportunities
of the infrastructure programme and the
broader economic transformation if all that
this programme entailed was the state investing in infrastructure expansion and the
private sector raking in the profits by any
means necessary.”

TOKYO SEXWALE
Encouraging South Africans towards
excellence in a global context
Tokyo Sewale is a formidable businessman
with some serious struggle credentials
behind him whose heart “will always beat
black, green and gold, so it seemed fitting
that he was next to take the stage. Amidst
much hilarity, Mr Sexwale managed to strike
the right chord between delivering an entertaining speech with many a self depreciating
‘insider joke’ and a serious message for delegates and award winners at the gala event.
First order of business was to set the tone
with an emphatic “there is no substitute
for hard work -- none whatsoever” and a
pointed warning against the sycophantic
practice of handing out awards in the hope
of garnering donations and patronage: “It is
not done. It is not done”. In addition, fairness
amongst judges and a clear adversity to
any form of favouritism or nepotism -“two
things that can destroy this society” – were
obviously something that he felt strongly
about. Whilst applauding the Motlekar
Holdings BBQ Awards, he billed the evening
as one “where excellence is up against

mediocrity; and that is going to be my
message tonight; only one thing. So if they
say, ‘What was he talking about?’ Excellence
versus mediocrity!”
Quoting educationalist John Gardener,
Mr Sexwale stressed the importance of
demanding excellence from all sectors of
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society, from engineers, lawyers and wood
workers,“A nation that does not demand
excellence from its philosophers as much
as it does from its plumbers risks the danger
of having bad philosophy and bad plumbing.” Referring to Michael Porter’s book, The
Competitive Advantage of Nations, which
looks at why one county outperforms another, he mentioned a conversation he had
once had with the Prime Minister of Japan
in which he asked him how, after being flattened by carpet bombs and atomic strikes,
Japan had managed to become one of the
world’s largest economies. The answer he
was given was “Our people - Human Capital”.
Sexwale recalled that Barbara Masekela,
when she was the South African ambassador
to France, had encouraged South Africans
to do exactly that: extol the virtues of South
Africa “in terms of things that we create
based on production and manufacturing,
that is, what our people can actually do
rather than simply relying on our God-given
natural resources.” Not merely mountains
and wild animals, but communities and services based on value add.
Saying that sub-standard education is
simply unacceptable in terms of competitive advantage, noting that while Minister
Motshegka has been roundly critisised
around her portfolio, Mr Sexwale, nevertheless, strongly endorsed Minister Angie
Motshegka’s plan to review the policy of
passing people from basic education into
higher education with an aggregate mark of
merely 30%. Simplified, this implies passing
a student for obtaining trhee out of ten! He
stressed that this effectively passes the problem onto Higher Education Minister Blade
Nzimande as, according to government
statistics, 50% of these students drop out in

their first year! In addition therefore, he identified the very real problem that students
who graduate with such mediocre results
will rapidly contribute to the 25% official
unemployment level, or the total unemployment of 40%, which takes into account the
apathetic 15% of people who have simply
given up on looking for jobs. Sexwale further
exhorted young South Africans to work hard
so as to compete with the technologically
savvy youth of the Far East, Eurozone and
North America towards a higher GDP growth
rate for South Africa’s development.
Sexwale pointed out that it was not the
role of government to create jobs but rather
to lead by creating the correct macro-economic environment in order to facilitate
the business sector’s endeavours to create
jobs by investing in infrastructure, science,
technology and engineering. However, he
pointed out that even if the necessary macro-economic factors are in place, job creation
does not automatically result: diverse business sectors do not have a cohesive “job
creation strategy” since they all operate in
very different spheres. Therefore, he sees that
government can play a crucial role by focussing on getting various business sectors to
buy into government’s major infrastructure
projects (as previously mentioned by Minister
Gigaba) in order to maximise profits, job
creation and international competitiveness.
This strategy, Sexwale said, would constitute
“a way to give us an edge as South Africans”
A fighting chance in the highly competitive
world of economic development.
Stressing in no uncertain terms that it is
the responsibility of South African citizens
themselves to push for excellence in production and manufacturing, Mr. Sexwale made
it clear that, although we operate within a
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global context, there is no nation on earth
whose national agenda is to “save South
Africa”, “at the end of the day global trading,
cooperation and alliances notwithstanding,
every nation works for its own interests and
developing people for its own success.”It is
incumbent upon us to do the same.
With final words of wisdom to the BBQ
Awards winners to “not sit on your laurels”
and to refrain from flamboyant spending
instead of re-investing capital into the
economy as a way of making sure that both
enterprises and people grow, Sexwale left
the audience with the clear impression that
he believes that “the competitive advantage
of nations is about the excellence of its own
people.”Lets celebrate not mediocrity, but
excellence!

MAMPHELA RAMPHELE
Imagine all the excellent people
Last to take the podium was Mamphela
Ramphele, who thanked Motlekar Holdings
for sponsoring the evening “for tonight we
have seen what excellence can deliver” and
went on to invite the audience “on a journey
to imagine the country of our dreams.”
Saying that the BBQ Awards winners “show
us how diversity translates into excellence”,
Ramphele urged the audience “to remember
that we are a country destined for greatness”.
Sharing her concern that “we have lost the
capacity to imagine what that greatness can
look like”, Ramphele asked: “How on earth did
we come to the conclusion that 3 out of 10
can constitute anything but failure?” As an
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alternative, Ramphele suggested, “Imagine a
country where every child goes to a school
with very good buildings, a wonderful library,
a wonderful laboratory, a computer centre
and a sports field where our children can run
and play soccer . Imagine if every child were
made to feel special, knowing that they can
be the best. Imagine a country where the
economy is growing at 5-8% not for one year
but for 10, 15 years. Imagine giving Tokyo,
Brasilia and Beijing a run for their money
because we have everything in this country
that makes us competitive: natural resources,
mineral resources, human resources in unequalled diversity.”
South Africa’s journey to create a more
inclusive society, continued Ramphele, necessitated Black Economic Empowerment.
What, she asked, was holding the country
back from “actually creating new exciting
entities that can grow our economy and
showcase the creativity of South Africans?”
South Africans, she urged, must imagine
a country “where small and medium enterprises are given all the support that they
need to generate the jobs and the innovation
required to compete in this global environment,” a society “where no young person
walks the street aimlessly” but where every
young person can find on-the-job training
opportunities to unleash their innate talent.
“Imagine a healthcare system where every
mother, every child and every old woman
and man is treated with respect. Imagine
that no-one needs to worry that when new
life is born, we end up losing both mother
and the child. Is it possible to have such a
country that is precisely the country of our
dreams, that is precisely the country that
inspired the Mandelas, the Tambos, the
Sisulus, the Bikos, to sacrifice their youth to
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inspire us, to lead us to build this wonderful
country of our dreams?”
The only obstacle to achieving this vision,
Ramphele said, was mental. South Africans
had to “shift their mind sets” and declare: “We
are a great people. We will celebrate unity
and diversity, we will support every child and
make sure that they become the best people
that they can become. We will be active
citizens, the people that ignite change and
drive (South Africa). We will be the people
who become the light in the communities
where we are, the people who make us
dream bigger, aim higher, ask the tough,
difficult questions. We will be the leaders we
are waiting for.”
Ramphele appealed to the audience, saying,
“Each one of us is capable of excellence, but
it starts with you being willing to talk to the
person inside you, to say: It is possible. It is in
my hands to be that person. And by being
that, you are able to create an environment
where others feel that they are empowered
to become the best persons that they can
become.”
Ramphele asked the audience to leave with
“with a picture of a South Africa where every
day we are celebrating excellence – in our
personal lives, in our professional lives, in our
political lives. There is no need to equate politics with corruption or mediocrity. We have to
expect much more from ourselves, because
that will enable us to expect much more from
our leaders.”
The Motlekar Holdings BBQ Awards,
Ramphele said, had afforded “a glimpse
of this greatness”. Admonishing the audience not to “let this glimpse disappear and
fall back into the mediocrity that we often
times allow ourselves to tolerate,” she exhorted the assembled guests “to imagine

what you can do to make sure this country
of ours becomes the country of our dreams,
the country that will restore the promise of
the legacy of Nelson Mandela, the legacy of
Robert Sobukwe, the legacy of Steve Biko.
Thus will South Africa become “that great
African society that we are destined to be”.

END-TO-END
SUPPLY CHAIN
SOLUTION

CURRENT MAKOYA SERVICE OFFERING
ENVISIONED MAKOYA SERVICE OFFERING

Tel: +27(0)12 940 8244 • www.makoyagroup.co.za • talk2us@makoyagroup.co.za
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EMPERORS PALACE COMMUNITY
BUILDER OF THE YEAR AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: BONGANI MABIZELA

2nd RUNNER-UP: SIMPHIWE NTLANTSANA
WINNER: FARHANA VALLY

2013
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SEBATA GROUP IQHAWE MENTORSHIP AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: SINDISWA KAULA

2nd RUNNER-UP: KEITH MAFOKOANE
WINNER: THULANI MAJOLA

2013

We enhance people, processes, technology, and
culture (DNA) in the business environment, focusing on
the holistic and integrated systems performance of
organisation through people development, business
optimisation and assurance through implementation
of business enablers, monitoring and evalution”
- Matome Modipa, CEO
Sebata Group of Companies

Sebata Group of Companies

Winner of the 2012
BBQ Best Established Black Business Award

90 Bekker Road, Hertford Park , Ground Floor, Bateleur Building, Midrand
PO Box 2437, Halfway House, 1685 | www.sebatagroup.com | Tel: +27(0) 100 600 355
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NESTLIFE ASSURANCE YOUNG BUSINESS ACHIEVER AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: KEITH MAFOKOANE

2nd RUNNER-UP: SIMPHIWE NTLANTSANA
WINNER: THULANI MAJOLA
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A lifetime
of caring

17 years of rooted
experience.
NestLife Assurance is a 100% black owned and
NestLife Assurance
is acompany
100% black
owned
managed
life assurance
with 17
yearsand
of
managed excellence.
life assurance
company
with 25 years
of
insurance
We provide
a diversified
range of
insuranceincluding
excellence.
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products
Group
Life, Credit
Life, andrange
Group
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including
Groupcontact
Life, Credit
Life,000
and6374
Group
Funeral.
find out more
us on 086
or
Funeral.
find out more contact us on 086 000 6374 or
visit
us atTo
www.nestlife.co.za.
visit us at www.nestlife.co.za.

www.nestlife.co.za
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IKHOWE STAFFING SOLUTIONS NEW ENTREPRENEUR AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: KEITH MAFOKOANE

2nd RUNNER-UP: THULANI MAJOLA
WINNER: SIMPHIWE NTLANTSANA

2013
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INTRODUCTION
Ikhowe Staffing Solutions is a pace setter in the HR Solutions sector. The company’s capabilities include recruitment and placement services,
skills development consulting; ETD training, life skills and soft skills training, implementation and project management of learnerships among
others.
Over the past few years our black female-owned company has been actively involved in HR Consulting, Organisational Development, Job
Profiling, Performance Management, Talent Management, Retention Strategy and Succession Planning. We have also been involved in Skills
Development, Training, Implementation and the Project Management of learnerships and skills programs as the Service SETA Career Centre.
The Ikhowe team and its associate consist of experienced registered Skills Development Facilitators, Assessors, Moderators and trainers. We
pride ourselves on our National Skills development expertise.
Ikhowe Staffing Solutions is based in Johannesburg, Gauteng (South Africa) and offers services in all the nine provinces of South Africa and
beyond the borders of our country.
Ikhowe Staffing Solutions is an accredited provider with the ETDP SETA.

VISION
To be the preferred service provider in the Human Resources and Project Management fields, maintaining credibility and trust from our clients.
The solutions we provide guarantee our clients’ performance improvement, which contributes towards business growth.

MISSION
To provide dynamic services to our clients, thereby helping them improve their operations. This in turn contributes significantly to the economy of the country’s Skills Development strategy, taking into account the scarce skills and low rate of job-creation.

OUR SERVICES
The following are the services that we offer:
•
Human Capital
•
Recruitment and selection
•
ETDP SETA accredited training
•
Soft Skills training
•
Life Skills training
•
Sensitivity and diversity training
•
Skills Development Facilitator (SDF) functions
•
Performance Management and IDP Training
•
Implementation and Management of Learnership programmes

OUR CONTACT DETAILS
For further information, please contact us:
Ms Sindiswa Kaula
Tel: 011 476 2773
			
Cell: 082 255 8757
Email: sindiswa@ikhowesolutions.co.za
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SPRING LIGHTS GAS UBUNTU/CSI AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: MICROSOFT SA

2nd GUARANTEE TRUST CORPORATE SUPPORT
SERVICES
WINNER: NEDBANK GROUP LIMITED

2013
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SAASTA SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMME AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: ALERE HEALTHCARE SA (PTY) LTD

WINNER: TALETSO FET COLLEGE

2013

WE ARE ...
… touching people’s
lives by
growing their
awareness of science

TOUCH

… sharing the
excitement
and achievements
of science in daily life

SHARE

… transforming lives
by educating a
new generation of
young scientists

TRANSFORM
The South African Agency for Science and Technology
Advancement (SAASTA) is opening people’s eyes to the wonder
of science by listening and communicating; by engaging with
them and making them aware of new scientific knowledge;
by working together and sharing the excitement of science;
and by building a new generation of young scientists.
For more information visit www.saasta.ac.za

Bringing science to life
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TRADE & INVESTMENT KZN NEW
AND INNOVATIVE BUSINESS AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: MPAMBA SOLUTIONS AND
CONSULTING

2nd RUNNER-UP: NTLANTSANA ACCOUNTANTS &
AUDITORS (PTY) LTD
WINNER: BONISWA CORPORATE SOLUTIONS

2013
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INDIGO KHULANI GROUP BEST ESTABLISHED SMME AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: GLOBAL FOCUS EVENTS AND
CATERING

2nd RUNNER-UP: DCI HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD
WINNER: LANDELAHNI LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (PTY) LTD

2013
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MALALA TAU HOLDINGS BEST
ESTABLISHED BLACK BUSINESS AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: TSEBO OUTSOURCING GROUP (PTY)
LTD

2nd RUNNER-UP: ULWAZI GROUP
WINNER: SOLID WASTE TECHNOLOGIES SA

2013
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509 colosium building
Commissioner and Kruis
Johannesburg, RSA
Tell:+27815362117
Fax: 086 696 3888
Email: info@malala-tau.co.za
Website: www.malala-tau.co.za

ABOUT
MALALA-TAU
TOURS AND
SAFARIS
Find out more about your Africa Travel
Partner

preparing and presenting travel information
to clients in order to simplify the process
of making travel arrangements in a foreign
country. We are guided by our core values
which are the source of our strength and the
heart of who we are.

Our values are based on
• A
 wide choice of quality products for all
needs
• Quality information and service from
experienced travel people
• Awareness and understanding of our
customers’ needs
• Recognising the customer as our top
priority
• Unbeatable service delivery

• E ffective distribution through technology
innovations.Extensive network of travel
service providers.
• High quality, strongly differentiated travel
products.
• Significant benefits in the areas of
marketing and technology infrastructure.

Our People
Our central reservation call centre continues to build strong relationships with travel
agents and form alliances with other travel
providers. Our investment in our technology
infrastructure makes it easier for our sales
consultants to maximise the value of your
holiday investment.
At Malala-Tau the customer is the heart of
the company. The products on offer are marketed globally, and what the company does
and how it’s done has an impact on the lives
of every client.

MALALA-TAU

Being in the business of providing quality
African safari and holiday experiences to
both the discerning and the first-time traveller, Malala-Tau understands the implications
of long distance travel - both financially and
physically. In this respect Malala-Tau strives
to provide the ideal travel solution suited
to you, without compromising quality and
your specific needs.

Travel is Our Business

Malala-Tau’s Success Factor

Malala-Tau’s success is based on the
strength of its portfolio brands and the
diversity of its travel products that attract
the boundless possibilities of vacationing
in Africa. The breadth of distribution networking provides the benefits of scale when
developing exciting travel packages and
destinations.

Our Principles

TOURS & SAFARIS

Whether it’s wildlife safaris, sightseeing
tours or any type of MICE event such as
business meetings, incentive tours, international conferences or other large scale
events, Malala-Tau has both the experience
and know-how to provide the services that
guests and clients need to create a successful and memorable stay in Africa.

We do this by:

Developing high-quality, strongly differentiated travel packages and service standards
with our affiliated service providers.
Extending our network of strategic travel
partners so that international guests will
find packages and tours that are attractive
to them.

At Malala-Tau we believe that the discovery
of Africa is a personal experience. We strive
to present the destination to our travellers in
such a manner that your discovery of Africa
goes beyond your personal travel needs.

Accredited safari tour operators
The acknowledged best in safari lodge
accommodation
The best established overland and adventure tour operators.
This combination of African travel products
means that we are able to offer you a variety
of holiday destinations and tour packages
with quality service. With so many options,
you will find the best possible value-formoney rates and flexibility in departure
times to suit your requirements.

Range of Services

Professional Staff, Customised Service

Malala-Tau’s Destination Specialists will listen
attentively to your needs and desires as they
arrange a set of customised services designed to make your trip or even a successful
and memorable one.

Core Values
The key mission of Malala-Tau is managing,

Our Strengths

A management team with over Nine years of
combined travel and marketing experience.
• Ability to be flexible and to react
to change.
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TECHRIG BEST EMPLOYER AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: AFRICA BUSINESS NEWS

2nd RUNNER-UP: FIRST RAND LIMITED
WINNER: ULWAZI GROUP

2013

Ever find yourself or your CEO in front of a packed house ready to present,
but end up talking into a mic that doesn’t work, or clicking a presentation whose
slides don’t advance?
We sure hope not. But these nerve wracking
moments happen. It can distract audience
attention away from important information,
and can even taint your brand’s image long
after the event.
At TechRig, we showcase
brands flawlessly.
TechRig provides a state-of-the-art functional
platform of technical solutions through our world
class expertise in lighting, sound, AV and staging
for event companies, production houses, marketing
agencies and corporate clients.

FOLLOW US ON:

Machines and equipment are not
accountable to clients…
People are.
We dedicate our friendly and knowledgeable
Account Managers to help you plan your event,
so that you can rest at ease during the programme
as each moment unfolds… precisely executed
according to plan.
Because event management is about anticipating
each and every planned and unplanned event during
the course of the production, we ensure the right
resources in people and equipment at all times,
including contingency planning.
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SPHANDILE GROUP BEST ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: GUARANTEE TRUST CORPORATE
SUPPORT SERVICES

WINNER: MICROSOFT SA

2013
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ULWAZI GROUP OUTSTANDING WOMAN IN BUSINESS AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: CAROL WEAVING

2nd RUNNER-UP: ROBERTA NAIDOO
WINNER: XOLISWA DAKU

2013
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NU-FIBREFORM PUBLIC SECTOR VISIONARY AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: MTETO NYATI

2nd RUNNER-UP: CAROL WEAVING
WINNER: BARLOW MANILAL
Accepted by : Kosheek Maharaj

2013
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A BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT COMPANY

BBBEE (LEVEL 2)
Now, inaccessible sites or unproductive spaces
are a problem of the past. Consisting of
different sized and shaped panels, the buildings
can be combined in an unlimited number of
configurations.
Their lightness and durability allows easy
transportation to areas where it would be
impossible to erect other structures.
SIMPLE TO INSTALL
To suit your needs and space requirements,
Nu-Fiberform’s Olympic modular buildings can
be supplied fully assembled or in panel form
for on-site erection. This can be done either by
the purchaser of Nu-Fiberform’s staff, who are
experienced in assembling buildings in
hard-to-reach sites.
UNLIMITED APPLICTIONS
• Security guard hut
• Process control rooms
• Plant- and gate-houses
• Toilets
Nu-Fiberform offers a full range
of other fibreglass products,
as well as pultruded
fibreglass profiles.

Nu-Fiberform Plastics SA (PTY) Ltd
Tel: 011 902 9200/3
Fax: 011 902 9290/94
marietjie@nu-fiberform.co.za
www.nu-fiberform.co.za
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HENNESSY BUSINESSMAN AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: MTETO NYATI

2nd RUNNER-UP: THULANI MAJOLA
WINNER: BONGANI MABIZELA

2013
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UMKHONTO LABOUR HOLDINGS
TRANSFORMATION CHAMPION AWARD

1st RUNNER-UP: GUARANTEE TRUST CORPORATE
SUPPORT SERVICES

2nd RUNNER-UP: FIRST RAND LIMITED
WINNER: NEDBANK GROUP LIMITED

2013
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MOTLEKAR HOLDINGS PLATINUM AWARD

WINNER: CYRIL RAMAPHOSA

2013

Life can be complex,
transformation
shouldn’t be

A profound sense of citizenship and a deep
sense of entrepreneurial spirit armoured by
a high-performance team ensures we set the
benchmark for equal economic participation
for Africa’s people.

CONNECT. CARE. EMPOWER

www.motlekar.co.za

info@motlekar.co.za | Tel: 0861 789 111 | Fax: 011 234 7331
Woodmead 703 Office Park, 20 Morris Street East, Woodmead , Johannesburg, 2191

The Complete Solution for Every Employer
Umkhonto Labour Holdings, a reputable specialist outsourcing company,
removes the burden of all Human Capital related functions in organisations
within all industry sectors.
Being a holistic company, Umkhonto Labour Holdings can add value to your
organisation through the offering and support of the following services:
Staffing Solutions and Administration Services
Human Capital and Employee Relations
Recruitment and Selection
Assessing your company’s eligibility to source grants for new
business ventures or expansions
SETA internships and bursaries via applications for Discretionary
Grants
Ensuring your company’s Employment Equity Plan and Report is
submitted timeously, thus making your organisation compliant.
Failure to submit them could result in a fine between R500 000 to
R900 000
Personalised Skills Development Coaching and Counselling
Vendor Assessments, Audits, and ISO Accreditation
The range of diversity offered by Umkhonto assures you a single point of
reference for all your company’s requirements.
For additional information, contact us on (011) 025
info@umkhonto.co.za, or visit our website – www.umkhonto.net

7845,

Grants & Skills Development
Recruitment, Selection & Placement
Organisational Development
Workplace Ergonomics
Talent & Performance Management
Health & Safety

Website: www.umkhonto.net
Email: info@umkhonto.co.za

Tel: 011 025 7845
Twitter: @UmkhontoLH

Ground Floor, Block IX, Tuscany Office Park, Coombe Place, Rivonia, 2128

